The term “jobs for comrade” in recent years has been thrown all over the minds of members of SWAPO Party. The,Objective: **Economic empowerment of the Party**

The SWAPO Party has identified the need to empower its members economically. This is part of its broader objective of bringing about socio-economic transformation in Namibia. **The ite of the Party to utilize some avenues to empower its members economically.**

Some of the avenues include:**

- **Education and skill development:** The Party aims to enhance the education and skills of its members to enable them to access better job opportunities.
- **Business and entrepreneurship development:** SWAPO has initiated programs to support members in starting businesses and engaging in entrepreneurial activities.
- **Job opportunities:** The Party is working to create job opportunities for its members, particularly in sectors that are underdeveloped.
- **Political representation:** SWAPO members are encouraged to participate in political decision-making, thereby increasing their influence and gaining greater rights for their communities.

**The Party believes that these strategies will empower its members and contribute to socio-economic transformation in Namibia.**
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